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A. SPECIFIC AIMS
Use of complementary and alternative medicine (CAM) modalities increased almost 50% from 1990 to
1997 [1]. Meditation is a commonly practiced CAM modality by both patients and physicians [1, 2]. One
extensively researched practice is Transcendental Meditation (TM), a simple, mental technique practiced by
millions of people worldwide, of diverse ages, cultures, religions and socio-economic groups [3]. TM’s many
physiological and psychological benefits have been documented in over 125 studies published in peerreviewed journals [4-6]. Despite the strong evidence of its clinical effectiveness and continued federal
funding for clinical trials employing TM, there is no empirically based, reliable and accurate model of brain
mechanisms underlying TM or any meditation practice [7-12]. This lack is primarily due to the fact that the
models are based primarily on electrophysiological and physiological data, which allow only indirect
inferences about brain mechanisms. To provide a more accurate and reliable model of this CAM modality,
we will develop an imaging-based neural model of TM mechanisms. This research thus responds to the
request of NCCAM’s Five-Year Strategic Plan for basic neuroscience mechanism studies of meditation [13].
Systematic substate analysis of one meditation could provide CAM researchers a research methodology to
investigate other meditation techniques. Thus, this research could provide an empirical framework for
comparative research on the mechanisms of different meditation techniques, and facilitate application of
meditation to various clinical populations, through increased appreciation of differential effects of various
meditation practices.
Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) provides a non-invasive technology for directly imaging
brain blood flow in terms of blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) signal intensity [14]. This study uses fMRI
to identify BOLD signals, reflecting changes in neural activity, associated with two principal substates of TM
practice: (1) the onset and progression of de-excitation; and (2) the periods of maximum de-excitation. The
temporal and physiological characteristics of these two substates fit the constraints of standard fMRI cycling
and event- and state-related analyses. This R21 grant is a collaboration between Maharishi University of
Management, Michigan State University and Henry Ford Hospital (Detroit). Our preliminary fMRI work
resolved a number of initial design and feasibility issues, indicating that subjects can successfully practice
TM in the fMRI environment, that the two substates can be subsequently identified using respiratory
patterns, and that fMRI analysis can yield significant changes in BOLD signal intensity.
The results of this R21 research on TM practice will provide: (1) a carefully tested fMRI protocol; (2)
determination of potential BOLD signal sources during two principal TM substates; and (3) a more accurate
and reliable model of brain mechanisms during meditation. The results will support several R01 proposals,
including detailed study of selected brain areas during meditation such as forebrain and brainstem
autonomic and respiratory centers; verification on a larger subject population; and comparative meditation
studies.
The seven hypotheses comprising the two Aims of this R21 grant are:
Aim 1: Initial De-excitation Meditation Substate. We predict that fMRI cycling protocol will yield a distinct
spatial and temporal pattern of BOLD intensity, reflecting an overall decrease in brain excitation. We will test
two hypotheses in this experiment.
(1) Epoch Length Hypothesis: We hypothesize that the shorter epoch length in a ABC-cycling protocol
(randomly-ordered meditation and controls) will best ‘frame’ the initial de-excitation process due to
significantly higher signal-to-noise ratio, higher signal intensity and less variance in the statistical test;
(2) Control Conditions Hypothesis: We hypothesize significant differences in signal intensity across the three
different epoch conditions—TM, passive-attending and mental-counting. Specifically, de-excitation will
be maximum for TM, then passive-attending, and lastly, mental-counting.
Aim 2: Maximum De-excitation Meditation Substate. We predict that event-related (er-fMRI) and staterelated (sr-fMRI) analytic procedures will yield distinct spatial and temporal patterns of BOLD intensity that
characterize the maximum de-excitation substate associated with spontaneous breath-quiescent periods
(SBQ, breath period > 10 sec). We will test five hypotheses in this experiment.
(3) IBH-Blood Gas Hypothesis: Using event-related-fMRI, we hypothesize moderate changes in blood gas
changes will be detected during Intentional Breath-Holding (IBH), and blood gas levels will be
significantly correlated with changes in BOLD signal intensity, consistent with published findings.
(4) SBQ-Blood Gas Hypothesis: Using event-related-fMRI, we hypothesize small changes in blood gas
changes will be detected during Spontaneous Breath Quiescence (SBQ), and blood gas levels will not
be significantly correlated with changes in BOLD signal intensity.
(5) SBQ-IBH Hypothesis: Using event-related-fMRI, we hypothesize that specific spatiotemporal patterns of
BOLD signal will be associated with onset of SBQ, and will differ from IBH control periods in terms of
reduced BOLD signal of the anterior cingulate cortex and brainstem during SBQ.
(6) SBQ-Controls Hypothesis: Using state-related-fMRI, we hypothesize that BOLD signal intensity patterns
during SBQ periods will differ from two control conditions—IBH periods, and eyes-closed periods (as
defined in Aim 1, either passive-attending or mental-counting).
(7) SBQ-Non-SBQ Hypothesis: Using state-related-fMRI, we hypothesize that BOLD signal intensity
patterns during SBQ periods will differ from the scans during non-SBQ periods during meditation.
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B. BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE
B.1. Need for Basic Neuroscience Research on Mechanisms of CAM Modalities.
Although a growing body of biomedical research supports CAM efficacy, there are still major gaps in the
CAM literature [15-18]. One such gap reflected in the NCCAM Five-Year Strategic Plan is the need for basic
research to elucidate underlying mechanisms of CAM modalities [13]. This grant responds to this call by
using fMRI to identify brain mechanisms during Transcendental Meditation (TM), a widely researched CAM
modality [1, 19]. These findings should help provide an empirical framework for comparative research on the
mechanisms of different meditation techniques, and facilitate implementation of meditation to various clinical
populations, through increased appreciation of potentially differential efficacy of various types of meditation.
B.2. Rationale for Investigating Mechanisms of TM.
TM is an logical choice for a CAM basic mechanism study for the following reasons: (1) TM is easy to
learn and practice making it a widely used form of meditation providing a large subject pool [3]; (2) its
efficacy has been validated with a large body of research [4-6]; (3) the range and extent of benefits
significantly differs from other forms of meditation and relaxation [19]; (4) research has delineated specific
reproducible substates during TM practice [9, 20-22]; and (5) preliminary neural models exist providing a
theoretical basis on which to construct more reliable models from neuroimaging data [8-11].
B.2.1. Description of the TM technique.
The TM technique is simple, mental procedure practiced for 20 minutes twice daily. [3, 23]. The
standardized instruction for TM is simple, and it may be learned by almost anyone regardless of age,
culture, socio-economic status, belief, motivation or intelligence. Millions of people have been taught TM in
the U.S. alone. TM differs from most meditation practices because it involves neither contemplation, nor
concentration [24]. The practice involves sitting comfortably with eyes closed and thinking a simple sound
(mantra), whose effect is to facilitate the de-excitation of mind and body, without loss of awareness. During
TM, the mind settles down in an effortless, automatic fashion, without need for control of thoughts, focus on
any process, such as the de-excitation process, or attention to the body, breath or environment. The
effortless nature of the de-excitation process appears to permit endogenous brain mechanisms to function
without interference from the individual’s mental state [8, 9, 22]. Thus, this mental procedure not only
permits the onset of de-excitation process, but is also responsible for the reproducible appearance of both
the de-excitation substate and the maximally quiescent substate in meditation.
B.2.2. Clinical effectiveness of the TM technique.
Mechanism studies are best conducted after clinical effectiveness has been established. This
neuroimaging proposal grows out of 40 years of research on the TM technique. The clinical efficacy of TM
benefits has been documented in over 125 research studies published in peer-reviewed journals [4-6]. TM is
reported to reduce chronic stress [25-28], a major risk factor for chronic disease and unhealthy behaviors
[29-33]. TM practice is associated with reductions in the incidence of cardiovascular disease [35],
hypertension [34-37], high cholesterol [38, 39], and unhealthy behaviors such as smoking [40, 41] and
substance abuse [42-44]. TM practice is also associated with improved psychological health, as reflected by
reductions in anger, hostility, anxiety, depression, and low self-esteem [43, 45-47].
B.2.2.1 Meditation-specific vs. lifestyle-specific benefits. Research on clinical populations suggests
that TM practice produces changes largely independent of lifestyle effects. For example, Alexander et al.
[31, 48] found similar improvements in cardiovascular morbidity and mortality from TM practice in bothhighand low-risk populations. Thus lifestyle changes alone may be secondary to effects of regular TM practice.
Recent research [37] examined the effects of a cardiovascular risk-factor prevention education program
compared to TM practice on carotid artery intima-media thickness (IMT). At the end of 6 and 9 months, the
TM group had significant decreases in IMT, while the education control group continued to show IMT
increases. Given the results seen in CVD populations, we might expect to see significant mind/body
changes primarily due to TM practice itself, in the general population.[42, 49-54]. The proposed study will
contribute to the continued examination of this issue by developing an integrated neural model of the
practice, which may help distinguish meditation-specific from lifestyle-specific effects
B.2.3. Comparison of TM practice to other meditations.
Clinical comparisons and statistical meta-analyses support the hypothesis that different techniques
produce different outcomes [19, 55-59]. An analysis of 597 studies on different meditation and relaxation
techniques [19] showed that TM had the largest intervention effect in five outcome categories compared to
eyes-closed rest, other meditation techniques, and relaxation responses: reduction in trait anxiety, high
blood pressure, substance abuse, enhancement in self-actualization and physiological relaxation [44, 60-63]
[64]. Thus, the benefits of TM practice favorably compare to similar CAM modalities [19].
B.2.4. Delineation of Reproducible Substates of Meditation.
We consider it a key research strategy to conduct systematic substate dissection of a single meditation
technique to enable researchers to adapt the research methodology to mechanism studies of other
meditation techniques, and then carry out comparative studies. Objective research of meditation will require
systematic comparative investigation of different types of meditation. Toward this end, the present dilemma
is the paucity of published research on brain activity during meditation (especially neuroimaging), and the
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existence of numerous forms of meditation to study [see, 65]. Furthermore, the TM technique appears to be
the only meditation for which there is any empirical substate analysis published. Without substate analysis,
comparative studies would be subject to considerable undefined variation in experimental parameters,
reducing the ability to understand any given technique or a comparison across techniques. Thus, we have
chosen the TM technique to carry out this neuroimaging substate analysis because of TM’s (1) extensive
research database, in particular, substate analysis; (2) existing neural model efforts [7-9, 22, 66-69]; and (3)
strong effect size in clinical research, suggesting substate dynamics have beneficial consequences to
mental and physical health [19, 60, 61, 70-72]. Also, the inclusion of more than one technique in a R21
format focused on substate delineation would compromise the sample and effect size.
B.2.4.1 Distinct, reproducible substates during TM practice. TM practice produces a set of distinct
alternating substates rather than a single homogeneous physiological response [10, 20-22]. The principal
two substates are: (1) the initial onset and progressive de-excitation in the first minute of practice and
subsequently [9]; and (2) periods of maximum de-excitation, physiologically marked by spontaneous breathquiescence (periods > 10 sec) and subjectively marked by reports of maximum inner quietness [10, 20]. Our
intention is to conduct careful and systematic comparative research on meditation. As a pragmatic start, this
mechanistic research proposal is focused on these two substates during the TM practice because: (1) these
substates occur repeatedly during TM; (2) they are distinguishing features of the practice; (3) there is strong
evidence to suggest that there will be distinct patterns of neural activity underlying each substate [9, 20-22];
and (4) these substates may be generalizable to other meditation practices [65].
B.2.4.2. Experimental verification of de-excitation substate. In Section D.5.1, we designed an
experiment to “frame” the de-excitation process. The entire de-excitation process begins from the ordinary
thinking level. With the start of the mantra or sound, thinking settles down and process ends with the distinct
inner subjective experience of awareness without thoughts, correlated with SBQ. Preliminary research
indicates that long, 60 second cycling protocols will include the entire de-excitation substate, ending with a
SBQ [Arenander and Travis, unpublished research, 2001][9]. In the subject screening process, this long
cycle time run will provide an initial estimate of the average time of transit for each subject terminated by
SBQ. With this information, we can more accurately “frame” the de-excitation substate for each subject
using shorter (20-40 sec) cycle periods. This will permit imaging of the de-excitation substate alone, without
contamination with SBQ and any subsequent brain substates.
B.2.4.3. Summary of substate strategy. Progress in understanding brain dynamics of meditation and
other CAM techniques will depend at least partially upon the elucidation of the temporal structure of
physiological and psychological events during the practice [see, 65]. Previous EEG and autonomic research
has begun to delineate distinct substates during TM practice [8-10, 22, 67, 69]. It is unlikely these substates
are ‘epi-phenomena,’ but rather, are reproducible, essential brain states that comprise the practice of the TM
technique. With the exception of TM and one other very rudimentary meditation model [see references in 65,
73], all meditation techniques lack an empirically defined temporal structure. This may be a considerable
hindrance to progress in CAM research, as well as the clinical application and interpretation of meditation
techniques. In this context, formulating a neural model of substates during TM practice could be the basis of
understanding: (1) the immediate and long-term effects of TM practice, (2) how TM practice can benefit
specific clinical groups, and (3) whether similar substates are found in other meditation techniques.
B.2.4.4. Precedence for substate research. Aserinsky and Kleitman published the first evidence of
possible substates during a night’s sleep in early 1950’s [see, 74]. Their seminal article has led to over 50
years of major research efforts to describe the systematic and sequential unfoldment of sleep stages, their
alteration in health and disease, their develop from the fetus to mature to old age, forebrain and brainstem
mechanisms of waking/sleeping transitions, questions of active versus passive control of sleep, and, the
contribution that sleep makes to physiological homeostasis and human development [see, 75, 76-83].
Likewise, delineating meditation substates could provide a more comprehensive understanding of CAM
modalities and help define future strategies for researching meditation and other CAM modalities.
B.2.5. Neural modeling of the TM technique.
Neural models of TM, which span 35 years, differ in their emphasis of meditation substate and/or of brain
systems. These models include, in chronological order: (1) Kanellakos’s stress reduction model [84]; (2)
Wallace's implication of the hypothalamic-brainstem reticular activating system [11]; (3) Stroebel and
Glueck’s implication of the limbic-hippocampal circuit [85]; (4) Arenander's neurocognitive model identifying
the interaction between the internal inhibition system of the basal forebrain and the internal excitation
system of the mesencephalic reticular formation in regulating the de-excitation of the thalamic-cortical
system and physiology [7, 8]; (5) Elias, Guich and Wilson’s hypothalamic GABA model [86, 87]; and (6)
Travis and Wallace’s proposed interplay between active, neurally-induced inhibition (frontal and basal
forebrain circuits) and automatic threshold regulation via cortical-basal ganglia-thalamic circuits [9]. The
variety of neural models of TM may result, in part, from experimental perspective of the researchers, as well
as the inherent limitations of the indirect electrophysiological and physiological measures of brain function.
B.2.5.1 Neuroimaging impact on existing models. Non-invasive, 3-dimensional, whole-brain
neuroimaging data more directly explores brain activity responsible for the various physiological and
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cognitive changes during meditation and benefits that occur as a result of meditation practice. Imaging data
could considerably accelerate the evolution of individual models and comparison between models. For
example, fMRI neuroimaging of BOLD patterns may delineate constellations of brain areas selectively
activated and/or deactivated during each meditation substate. It may also be possible to identify specific
forebrain and brainstem areas that are selectively activated at the onset, during and at the offset of the two
key meditation substates [8, 9]. If so, this will aid in evaluating and differentiating the various TM models,
and hopefully, yield a single, robust integrated neural model of TM practice. In turn, a neural model of one
meditation technique could be used to improve understand and explore other meditation techniques.
B.2.5.2. Impact of neuroimaging on the performance of the TM technique. The purpose of this
research is to investigate substates of a candidate meditation with demonstrated clinical effectiveness, not
use research findings to alter the nature of its practice. Although this research is expected to help CAM
researchers better understand brain dynamics of meditation, we believe each tradition should decide
whether or not this understanding offers criteria for changing its meditation practice [65].
B.2.5.3. Impact of neuroimaging on health care and medical disorders. A neural model could help
critically evaluate the potential implementation of TM or other meditations to benefit particular psychological
or physiological disorders. For example, based on research, many doctors already prescribe TM practice to
their patients to combat stress-related disorders such as cardiovascular disease [34, 36, 37, 63, 88-94].A
more comprehensive and detailed understanding of neural mechanisms of meditation may contribute toward
a better understanding the neural mechanisms of cardiovascular health [95-100, 101.] A neural model of
meditation may also identify meditation-induced changes in brain areas known to be associated with other
disorders such as violent behavior [102-107] or attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder [108-110]. Increasing
use of fMRI to identify neural markers of other chronic diseases also increases the potential impact of this
research on health care and psychological and physiological disorders.
B.3. fMRI Technology and Neuroimaging of CAM Modalities.
B.3.1. Description of fMRI.
Neuroimaging techniques such as Positron Emission Tomography (PET) and functional Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (fMRI) provide 2- and 3-dimensional maps of brain processes during specific tasks
[111-113]. However, at present, fMRI has a number of key advantages over PET [14]: (1) It is non-invasive
since it does not require injection of radioactive material; (2) Time resolution is faster, on the order of
seconds; and (3) Spatial resolution is finer, on the order of millimeters. Thus, unlike PET, fMRI experiments
provide better resolution and can be of longer duration and repeated in the same subjects. In this context,
fMRI methodologies are well suited to investigate the two substates: (1) Cycling methodologies (e.g.,
alternating 20 to 30 second epochs) can be used to investigate the first substate, and (2) Event-related and
state-related methodologies can be used to investigate the second substate.
MRI yields anatomic maps based on the inherent differences in behavior of H2O, fat and bone tissue
when aligning with an applied magnetic field (called T1), and then returning to their original state over time
(decay, called T2)[14, 114]. fMRI detects the inherent difference in response of oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin in a fluctuating magnetic field [14, 114]. This is called the Blood Oxygen Level
Dependency (BOLD) effect. The BOLD signal comprises hemodynamic variations in blood flow, volume and
oxygenation. Recent work shows that the BOLD signal correlates very closely with the local field potentials,
i.e., the electrical potentials arising from dendritic activity, and not the firing patterns, of neuronal cells [115].
Therefore, it appears the BOLD effect may actually index the preferential use of glycolytic metabolism of
glial cells recycling glutamate neurotransmitter pools to the neuronal cells [116], providing a indication of
CNS function. Also, BOLD dynamics closely correlate with visual, auditory and somatosensory tasks; hand
squeezing, finger tapping and other overt motor tasks; and cognitive tasks [see, 111]. Thus, it is reasonable
to infer that fMRI could help explore the various brain activations during substates of meditation.
B.3.2. Neuroimaging of CAM modalities.
fMRI has been successfully used to investigate various CAM modalities. Acupuncture effects have been
reported in cortical and subcortical areas [117-120], which suggest an interconnection among the brain,
target organs, and peripheral acupuncture points [117]. fMRI research also suggests distinctive activation
patterns during hypnotic states [121]. fMRI research on verbal [122-125], visual [126-131],and motor
imagery [132] have shown activation of expected brain regions. These studies demonstrate fMRI’s
effectiveness in imaging brain dynamics of CAM modalities.
More, recently, neuroimaging studies using PET and fMRI have begun to investigate the issue of
‘baseline’ conditions in evaluating brain dynamics. There appears to be a continuum of arousal or vigilance
along a sleep-waking continuum, with a unique role of the thalamus and prefrontal cortex in maintaining a
‘resting’ state in the brain [133-141]. Researchers have identified a distributed neural system that maintain a
task-independent state of brain function, in particular, medial and ventral prefrontal cortex [137, 140].
Brainstem reticular formation, thalamus and anterior cingulate cortex are linked together and are activated
during arousal and cognitive challenge. This non-specific arousal modulatory system [see, for example, 135]
is expected to be de-activated during the de-excitation process of meditation, but not ‘turned off’ as in sleep
or anesthesia, since awareness and the ability to respond to external stimuli remain intact during TM.
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B.3.3. Neuroimaging of meditation.
To date, only four neuroimaging meditation studies have been published, and they illustrate the diversity
in meditation practices and outcomes [73, 142-144]. The following table summarizes two of these studies.
The table reveals distinctive changes in brain activity as a consequence of different meditation techniques.
Summary of Brain Imaging Studies of Meditation
MEASURE PET- H215O (Lou et al., 1999)
fMRI (Lazar et al., 2000)
Meditation Yoga Nidra
Kundalini Meditation
Meditation Contemplation: four different forms,
Concentration: intense focused
Type including concentration, guided imagery, &
attention primarily on breath, coupled to
body awareness following verbal
repetition of different sounds
instructions
Comparison Attention external: Passive listening to
Attention internal: Mental task of
Condition verbal instructions, no task, no attention on generating a list of animals, no attention
breath
on breath
fMRI Outcomes
Global No change
Not available
Specific Activation of postcentral, parietal &
Activation of putamen, mesencephalon,
extrastriate cortex, hippocampus, no
anterior cingulate, hippocampus
prefrontal or cingulate change
Late versus Not tested
Cortical activation slowly evolved,
Early Periods
maximum toward end of meditation
Interpretation Similar to REM with exception of no
Constant vigilance requiring prefrontal &
cingulate activation; less control; brain
parietal attentional networks with
areas correspond to nature of task
focused attention
performed
Correlates EEG showed increased theta band power,
Reduced respiration, increased heart
no change in alpha power
rate in some subjects
Benefits None referenced
None referenced
These findings emphasize that different forms of meditation generate different subjective experiences and
different brainstates. Since TM’s technique, experience, and physiological outcomes (see Sect. B.2.1.B.2.5) differs substantially from the four meditations researched, we expect that TM practice will yield
significantly different patterns of brain activation [see, 19]. More importantly, substate analysis will examine
the detailed temporal dynamics of meditation that should be useful in the comparative study of meditation.
B.4. Experimental Rationale.
This exploratory R21 CAM mechanism study will provide a direct examination of brain dynamics during
TM by imaging two of its principal substates. In the first year of the grant, we will investigate subjects during
the onset of the de-excitation phase of TM practice, using a cycling protocol (see Sect D.5. for details). In
the second year of the grant, we will investigate subjects during periods of maximum physiological
quiescence during TM practice, marked by spontaneous breath-quiescence (see Sect. D.6. for details). We
will use event- and state-related fMRI approaches in the second year.
This research will address basic fMRI design issues needed to better understand the origin of meditationinduced changes in the BOLD effect: (1) the contribution to the measured MR signal intensity of
physiological covariables like respiration and changes in CO2; (2) presence and delineation of reproducible
substates during the practice; (3) the proper choice of the comparison condition in cycling protocols; and (4)
the influence of nonspecific, respiratory-induced BOLD effects during spontaneous breath quiescence on
imaging specific, meditation-induced BOLD signal changes.
By generalizing state analysis and brain mechanisms to the study of other meditation techniques this
project should contribute to CAM research in physiological mechanisms of meditation. R01 proposals will be
submitted to focus research on selected brain areas during TM such as forebrain and brainstem autonomic,
respiratory and arousal centers and to conduct comparative meditation studies.
C. PRELIMINARY STUDIES
C.1. Introduction
The Review Panel recognized the strength and integrative quality of the original research team, including
the credentials and publication record of the PI. Over the last two decades, Drs. Arenander and Travis have
used the tools of EEG, ERP and autonomic recordings to discriminate the physiological mechanisms of
different states of consciousness [see, for example, 12].
C.1.1. Dr. Arenander.
Dr. Arenander studied at UCLA with many of the leading researchers working in the areas of
corticothalamic functioning, basal forebrain physiology, and their interaction with the reticular activation
system in the control of states of consciousness. This training laid the foundation of the neural model of TM
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practice proposed in 1975 [see, 7, 8, 66] that integrated known cognitive and brain mechanisms. Dr.
Arenander was a member of an International team from 1974-1975 that generated much of the first body of
research on meditation, including the first reports of unique EEG patterns, including theta rhythms [145] and
phase coherence [146], Hoffman-reflex [147], and spontaneous breath-quiescence as an physiological
indicator of transcendental consciousness during TM [20]. After an extended sabbatical working with genetic
control of brain development, Dr. Arenander returned to M.U.M. as Director of the BRI.
C.1.2. Dr. Travis.
Dr. Travis has extensive experience with EEG data analysis, conducting research on physiological
correlates of cognitive function and brain control of states of consciousness. Since 1984, he has compared
EEG patterns between non-meditating and meditating subjects. This research has resulted in publications
that integrated meditation experiences and physiological correlates with models of waking experience.
Recently, a series of papers have: (1) systematically compared TM to eyes-closed rest [9, 148-151]; (2)
studied TM substates [10, 22, 152], and (3) investigated long term effects of regular TM practice [153, 154].
C.1.3. The Research Team.
The M.U.M. team’s fMRI design and analysis expertise has substantially expanded over the years. With
the guidance of Drs. Haller and Bollinger at the University of Iowa’s Dept of Radiology, the M.U.M. team (1)
designed the preliminary set of fMRI experiments and participated in the data acquisition; (2) established a
working AFNI-based computer system at M.U.M. Neuroimaging Lab, and performed the fMRI data analysis;
(3) conceived the proposed experimental design; and (4) wrote the grant application.
As stated in the Introduction, we have relocated the research site and team members from University of
Iowa to Henry Ford Hospital in response to changes in the UI Department of Radiology. We feel the new
team with the MRI expertise from Henry Ford Hospital and Michigan State University is a stronger
team. Dr. Jim Ewing is Director of the Neurology imaging center, and Dr. Yue Cao, formerly with the HFH
imaging center and now conducting fMRI research at Michigan State University. Strengths of the HFH
imaging center include: (1) a 3T magnet, which provides higher resolution than the 1.5T at the UI Imaging
Center; (2) the 3T GE software routinely scans 19 slices at a time (whole head) compared to 5 slices at UI;
and (3) the 3T scanner can collect the physiological data necessary for this study. Strengths of the Michigan
team members include: (1) more senior research faculty status; (2) extensive previous research
collaboration; (3) extensive experience with fundamental issues surrounding MR imaging animals and
humans; and (4) more research experience in applying event-related-fMRI analysis. The four team members
have discussed this research proposal in detail during meetings at HFH and over the phone and we concur
with the strategy and experimental design.
C.1.4. Institutional Interaction.
Our team has ongoing communication and site visits with fMRI neuroimaging laboratories at Stanford,
University of California at Irvine, University of California at Los Angeles, University of Wisconsin at Madison,
University of Indiana, Cornell Medical Center, and Washington University in St Louis. Communications with
labs at UCLA, Stanford and Indiana that are actively researching respiratory dynamics has increased our
understanding of possible confounds. For example, peripheral blood gas is the standard measure used to
estimate covariance of the BOLD signal, as well as the changes induced during breath-holding. More
importantly, all evidence to date indicates that respiratory-induced BOLD effects from breath-holding, are
relatively diffuse and stable. These nonspecific BOLD effects appear to be additive to the specific BOLD
effects of cognitive, sensory or motor tasks. Such reports support the efficacy of the experimental design.
C.1.5. Research Consultant.
As an adjunct to the research team and the expertise of Dr. Cao, we have included Dr. Todd Braver, as a
consultant on this R21 (see letter of support and biosketch). We have visited with and discussed the neural
and experimental issues involved in this proposal with Dr. Braver. Dr Braver (Psychology Department at WU
at St. Louis) is a well-published cognitive neuroscientist who has considerable experience with both brain
mechanisms and, more importantly, with er-fMRI [161-168]. In fact, Braver and Bruckner may be considered
the central developers of the cognitive neuroscience application of er-fMRI analysis that is used by many of
their colleagues at the Department of Psychology and a growing number of neuroscientists worldwide.
C.2. Preliminary Data
C.2.1. Rationale.
At the University of Iowa Magnetic Resonance Center, we conducted several fMRI sessions on two male
subjects (age 53 and 55) with both cycling and free-running protocols. We studied a motor task as a positive
control with a cycling protocol (alternating 45-sec periods of rest and task) and multiple TM cycling runs
(alternating 45-sec periods of eyes-closed counting and TM) and non-cycling runs (5 mins continuous
meditation). This preliminary study was undertaken to address possible concerns about the effects of fMRI
environment on meditation experience, such as noise, supine position, and interruptions of a cycling
protocol, and to gain experience in fMRI design, acquisition and analysis.
C.2.2. Pretest protocol.
Prior to fMRI runs, subjects practiced meditating at home in a supine position (in constrast to normal
upright sitting position) with a audio recording of fMRI noise. Subjects came to the M.U.M. lab and did a ‘dry’
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run in a fMRI machine mockup with audiotape to simulate the actual run experience (noise, claustrophobia,
etc.). Physiological markers were recorded and the signaling paradigm between the subject and the
experimenter was tested (use of audio vs. light beam signals). Subjects filled out consent forms at M.U.M.
and UI before testing. Following selection procedures, subjects went to the UI MR Center for testing.
C.2.3. Acquisition Protocol.
Subjects were reminded again of the nature of the experiment and signaling protocols. Following setup
and positioning in the scanner, we acquired standard anatomic scans lasting about 40 minutes before
experimental scans. The anatomic scans included: (1) a T2-weighted sagittal localizer using a fast spin echo
sequence (TE/TR 100/4500; 24 5mm slices; 2mm space; 256X224, NEX2 1:30); and (2) a volumetric scan
(3D RF-spoiled gradient echo sequence with TE/TR 7/26 ms; 256X192 matrix). Experimental scans included
(1) a 2D T1-weighted scan of the slices to be acquired in the fMRI study (2D RF-spoiled gradient echo
sequence with TE/TR 7/26ms), and (2) an 8-shot EPI sequence of the slices to be acquired (TE/TR 40/3000
ms). The 8-shot EPI sequence and T1-weighted slices are used to align the fMRI data with the volume scan.
For fMRI studies, we used the EPI sequence with 128 by 128 data acquisition matrix, TE of 40 msec, TR of
3 sec, FOV 24 cm, slice thickness of 5 mm. Since fMRI was conducted on a single slab (software limitation
of the 1.5T GE scanner system), we initially chose a slab (5 slices, 118 degree angle) that traversed regions
of greatest interest (see figure 1A): progressing from anterior/superior to posterior/inferior, the regions of
interest included the prefrontal cortex (anterior polar, dorsolateral, ventromedial and rostral anterior
cingulate), the basal forebrain and hypothalamus, the thalamus, the mesencephalic brainstem and the
cerebellum. We were aware of the possibility of tissue ghosting.
C.2.4. Task Protocol.
Following the standard MR scans, subjects performed a simple motor task cycling run (alternating 45 sec
episodes of rest and right hand repeated squeezing of a soft facecloth). This run served as a positive control
for the experimental cycling runs. Two types of meditation scans were run: a cycling protocol and an
undisturbed, “spontaneous” protocol. The first scanning was done using a fMRI cycling design, with a 45
second epoch length and oscillating between control condition and TM practice. The control condition was
eyes closed counting by ‘2s’. A light signal (flashlight held in the control room) was used to indicate the
onset and offset of the two different epochs. Subjects reported compliance with the visual signals and the
nature of their subjective experience during both epoch conditions. Respiration patterns were recorded
online and manually noted at the GE console. The spontaneous meditation runs consisted of 5 minute
periods of undisturbed TM practice. Subjects reported subjective experience during meditation, concurring
with the respiration pattern. The subjects reported no disruption of the meditation by the fMRI environment.
C.2.5. Analysis Protocol.
C.2.5.1 Condition Compliance: Visual inspection of the respiratory records indicated that during the
cycling protocol, every TM epoch had a SBQ, whereas only two control epochs had a SBQ (example, 2/16
epochs). The later finding is probably due to shifts in cognitive function from easy counting to meditation
toward the end of the long 45 second epoch length where SBQs were noted. In turn, this was corroborated
by subject reports of spontaneous drifting into more meditative experience during some counting periods.
C.2.5.2. Data Preprocessing: We analyzed the pilot data at the M.U.M. Neuroimaging Laboratory. We
run AFNI [169], a functional neuroimaging display program, on a Linux platform. Prepossessing includes
correction for movement artifacts and detrending the data. Our experience shows very little neck or body
(throat and respiration) movement in our scans. We analyzed the cycling data.
C.2.5.3 Data Processing: The corrected images are then subjected to correlation analsys. We
constructed a map of the correlation of the task-reference function with the corrected fMRI images. The taskreference function is created by convolving a standard hemodynamic response function—a gamma variate
function with parameters described by Cohen [170] on the time series of the boxcar design of 0's and 1's.
The results are displayed based upon a chosen level of significance, as either response time series maps
for scans across each epoch and the entire run, and anatomic image overlayed with pixels possessing
significant (positive or negative denoted by color) correlation. Data from the few noncycling runs were
analyzed but did not have sufficient SBQ periods to yield reliable comparisons. One subject had very few
(and very short) SBQs and the other subject had very few SBQs. The noncycling runs were conducted last
in the early protocol and after a considerable period of lying in the scanner. Subject selection in this
application will maximize for the number of individuals with SBQs in both cycling and noncycling runs.
C.2.6. Results of Cycling Runs.
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C.2.6.1 Successful Practice of Meditation: The study clearly demonstrated that subjects were able to
meditate during the fMRI recording as indicated by self-reports of the normal range of meditation
experiences, and the presence of multiple spontaneous breath-quiescent periods, indicative of the
reoccurrence of both substates during TM practice: the process of de-excitation and the most de-excitated
substate corresponding to SBQ.
C.2.6.2 System Functionality: The study demonstrates the collaborative effort could yield images of
task-dependent significant BOLD intensity changes. Serving as a positive control for the functionality of the
overall system, the motor task revealed increased signal intensity localized over the motor cortex
representation of the hand (data not shown). Significant pixels appear with little background noise within a
few cycles. By the end of the motor run, a clear overlay of the cortical area was evident, as expected.
C.2.6.3 Significant BOLD Effect in Meditation: Analysis of the TM cycling-task revealed significant
changes in BOLD signal intensity in a number of discrete cortical and subcortical areas during TM practice
(See Figure 1). Figure 1 presents three graphic outputs from the AFNI analysis: Fig (1A) a sagittal view MRI
image indicating the 5-slices slab recorded; Fig (1B) the fMRI image of the bottom slice (with normal spatial
distortion) along with an overlay of the correlation map of the relation of signal intensity with the taskreference function; and Fig (1C) the time series graph of the change of signal intensity across a
representative 5-min cycling run. We hesitate to interpret the general significance or meaning of pixels that
are displayed as significantly correlated. In fact, the figure is meant to convey the ability of the research
team to carryout a fMRI run from acquisiton to analysis, and not intended to display evidence or proof of any
general or specific prediction as to possible activation/deactivation patterns. The figure was the outcome of
training of the M.U.M.-based investigators by the UI researchers. It suggests a functional imaging analysis
system at M.U.M. capable of carry out the aims of the proposal. Furthermore, the data displayed should not
be extrapolated, since it is (1) from a single cycling run, (2) on a single subject, (3) using subtraction from
only one possible control condition (eye closed counting), (4) uncontrolled for substate mixing known to
occur based on respiratory patterns (sequences of de-excitation, SBQ and post-SBQ substates), and (5)
displays obvious tissue inhomogeneity artifact. Since the cycling was a derived from multiple TM (and
control) periods which differed significantly in substate composition based upon respiratory pattern and selfreport, any significant pixels (positive or negative) represent an averaging across at least two substates of
varying duration. For example, the displayed clusters in basal forebrain and cerebellum thus, do not
necessarily represent the de-excitation process alone. In the face of substate mixing, it is noteworthy that
relatively robust intensity changes endure. This suggests that a properly framed de-excitation should yield
specific measurable patterns of BOLD intensity change. Although the preliminary data disallow any reliable
conclusions regarding neural patterning, it does illustrate both the ability to acquire and analyze data and the
need to be careful in designing the experimental protocol.
C.2.7. Implication of Findings.
These results were used to design an experimental neuroimaging strategy relevant to carrying out a
systematic, detailed examination of meditation dynamics. The proposal addresses a number of important
issues derived from our preliminary study and consideration of the literature. These include the necessity of
determining: (1) the optimal epoch length and appropriate comparison condition for TM cycling protocol; (2)
the spatial distribution of meditation-induced BOLD effects in the brain; (3) the appropriate experimental
protocol and statistical analysis methods to probe substates during TM; and (4) the contribution of
physiological covariables on the BOLD signal during meditation. This later issue is further addressed by
experiments that examine the degree to which the respiratory-induced and meditation-induced BOLD signal
changes are independent and separable during the periods of spontaneous breath quiescence.
C.2.8. Summary of Preliminary Research.
We conclude that neuroimaging of meditation is possible and that significant information can be obtained
by directly analyzing brain dynamics of two principal substates that have been described by previous
research utilizing only indirect measures [9, 20-22]. These two mediation substates are: (1) the progressive
de-excitation phase of TM practice, and (2) subsequent periods of maximum physiological quiescence
during TM practice, marked by spontaneous breath-quiescence (SBQ, breath periods > 10 sec). We will
investigate the first substate in Year 1 and the second substate in Year 2.
D. RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS
D.1. Introduction.
This R21 exploratory grant will be carried out in collaboration with the Brain Research Institute’s
Neuroimaging Laboratory at Maharishi University of Management, Michigan State University and the
Neurology NMR Facility at Henry Ford Hospital in Detroit. The grant will be devoted to imaging two principal
substates during TM practice that are well-suited to fMRI recording and analysis.
The first principal substate that will be examined is the period of de-excitation at the onset of TM
practice. This substate is well suited for a fMRI cycling paradigm because it occurs within the first 20-40
seconds of a TM session [9, 146]. A three component (ABC) cycling protocol with short alternating epochs
(20 to 40 sec) of TM practice and two control conditions should allow ‘framing’ of this initial de-excitation
process of meditation—sequentially turning it on, and then off. The experiment will determine: (1) the optimal
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epoch length to capture the initial de-excitation process of meditation, and (2) the optimal comparison
condition for this substate to use in a fMRI analysis.
The second principal substate that will be examined are periods of spontaneous breath-quiescence
(SBQ), with a typical duration of 10-40 seconds. Periods of spontaneous breath-quiescence (SBQ) can
occur many times in a meditation session. This distinct substate of breath-quiescence correlates with the
distinct inner subjective experience of awareness without thoughts [10]. This substate can be probed with:
(1) event-related fMRI methodology (similar to event-related potentials in EEG research) [171-177], and (2)
state-related fMRI methodology [178]—binning (grouping by category) images from periods before, during
and after this substate, and statistically comparing the three periods with multiple linear regression. This
experiment will allow examination of brain BOLD dynamics of: (1) intentional breath-holding and (2) SBQ.
The nature of the respiratory confound in imaging meditation is a central issue. This confound should not
affect the first phase (Aim 1), which investigates the initial de-excitation substate of meditation, because this
substate occurs with little change in respiratory variables or alterations in blood gas levels [9, 22, 179].
However, the second phase (Aim 2) may be confounded by respiratory-induced BOLD effects, since we are
imaging SBQ periods. However, in the last three years, published studies of task experiments show that
nonspecific, respiratory-induced BOLD effects do not mask the detection of specific, task-induced fMRI
patterns [personal communication, Li, Glover, Moseley, & Harper, 2001][155, 156, 159, 160, 180].
D.2. Standard fMRI Acquisition and Analysis Protocol.
D.2.1. Data acquisition.
We will acquire standard anatomic scans during an initial 40 minutes period before experimental scans.
The anatomic scans include: (1) a 3 plane localizer using a fast gradient echo sequence (TE/TR 1.7/32.1
ms); (2) a volumetric scan (3D Fast RF-spoiled gradient echo sequence with TE/TR 3.7/9.1 ms); (3) a 2D
T1-weighted FLAIR scan of the slices to be acquired in the fMRI study (2D fast spin echo sequence with
TE/TR 7/26ms), and; (4) an 8-shot EPI sequence of the slices to be acquired (TI/TE/TR 860/5.9/1977 ms).
The EPI sequence and T1-weighted slices are used to align the fMRI data with the volume scan. For fMRI
studies, we currently use the product EPI sequence with 64 by 64 data acquisition matrix, TE of 30 ms, TR
of 2.2 sec, FOV 24 cm, slice thickness of 5 mm. 19 slices are acquired in an interleaved fashion (odd first,
then even) for the entire time the paradigm is being performed. Following these standard MR scans subjects
will perform a simple motor task cycling run (alternating 45 sec episodes of rest and hand-squeezing). This
run represents a positive control for the cycling acquisition and analysis in every run.
D.2.2. Data analysis.
The HFH fMRI facility possesses real time fMRI acquisition and analysis software. Dr. Cao [181-183] has
developed software for er-fMRI analysis [see also 168, 172, 173, 178]. A data analysis system, similar to the
system at MSU/HFH, will be installed at M.U.M. This system will complement the AFNI system already
running. The HFH software acquires fMRI images and other physiological data (pulse oximetry, respiration,
electrocardiogram) on the same computer, allowing a synchronized time-stamp on all data sets. Each
channel of acquired data contains a corresponding data file and a timing file. The time series from these
other physiological variables will be used as real-time covariables in multiple linear regression, thereby
statistically controlling for the contributions of breath rate and CO2 to the overall BOLD effect.
The sequence of analysis includes: (1) discarding the initial three scans of each run due to magnetic
instability; (2) correcting for movement artifacts by the co-registration of the time series using AIR (automatic
image registration); (3) morphing the distorted fMRI image onto the accurate, high resolution MRI anatomic
image, by registering fMRI images to the 8-shot EPI scan using AIR and registering the T1-slice to the 3Dvolume using image intensity; (4) generation of statistical parameter maps from the t-statistics resulting from
the multiple linear regression—a statistical parameter map (SPM) is a map of all pixel areas that exceed a
specified statistical threshold and; (5) transforming the t-statistic maps into Z-statistic maps for statistical
analysis. With large numbers—100 or more—the t-distribution approximates a Z-distribution [184]. These
final statistical parameter maps will reflect significant fluctuations in signal intensity during the two conditions
of the cycling tasks, after the contribution of other physiological variables have been statistically removed.
D.2.3. Statistical analysis.
One of the valuable characteristics of fMRI is that the relatively high signal to noise ratio allows detection
of significant changes in signal intensity within a single subject [185]. The steps for statistical analysis of all
data will include:
(1) The SPM [184] for the runs in each condition will be examined. Areas of significant signal fluctuations will
be determined using two criteria [92]: (a) the Z-statistic > 4.0, (p < 10-7), and (b) the cluster must contain
a minimum of four pixels that touch on the sides or corners (eight-neighborhood connectivity).
(2) We will examine the first run for possible adaptation effects. If the first run differs significantly from
subsequent runs, we will consider excluding the first run from the overall analysis.
(3) The Z-statistic of significant areas of fluctuations in signal intensity are noted when they meet the criteria
above and are in 2 of the 3 statistical parameter maps from multiple runs in the same condition.
(4) These Z-statistics will be used in parametric analyses.
D.2.4. Sample size.
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We determined the sample size of 10 subjects based on published studies [111, 186]. The fMRI study of
Lazar et.a.l [143] reported significant results with five subjects. Two PET studies [142, 144] reported
significant signal changes with nine and four subjects, respectively. The study of Qigong [187] examined
cerebral blood flow using two subjects, but reported no estimates of significance. Newberg et.al. [73] neural
SPECT study of Tibetan meditation reported significant blood flow changes with eight subjects. An
examination of 50 reports on PET or fMRI imaging of various interventions, including CAM modalities, such
as, hypnosis, acupuncture, complex cognitive tasks, or simple sensory and motor stimulation showed that
statistical significance was found with 10 or less subjects [see for example, 108, 111, 162, 188, 189-199].
D.3. Timeline.
Over the two years, we will alternate between image acquisition and data analysis to sequentially address
our two aims. At the conclusion of the R21, we will have delineated the basic fMRI methodology appropriate
for imaging brain mechanisms during TM practice, and will have collected sufficient data to suggest a neural
model of brain mechanisms underlying two distinct substates during TM.
Month
Activity Year 1
MRI Sessions
1
Upgrade Neuroimaging Laboratory at M.U.M. (new software
—
and work station; Hire RA; Recruit subjects
2-3
Pre-screen and screen subjects; First runs to estimate effect
2
size; Train RA to use analysis software at HFH and M.U.M.
3-12
Aim 1—Expt 1: Determine optimal epoch length and control
18
condition during the cycling protocol
10-12
Write and submit papers
Total MRI sessions Year 1
20
Subjects will participate in multiple experiments (sessions).
Month
Activity Year 2
MRI Sessions
1-10
Aim 2—Expt 2: Determine BOLD response at the onset of
20
and during intentional Breath-Holding and spontaneous
breath-quiescence using er-fMRI and sr-fMRI analysis
10-12
Write and submit papers
—
12
Submit RO1s
—
Total MRI sessions Year 2
20
The screening of 15 subjects will involve minimal recording time and analysis time. The recording time will
be just over 1.5 hr for tests (a 5-min motor task cycling-run, TM cycling-runs, and uninterrupted self-paced
TM runs) and 40 min for standard anatomic scans. The analysis will determine whether (1) the subject was
able to meditate in the magnet as evidenced by breath changes and subjective reports, and (2) the fMRI
images are relatively free of physiological and movement artifacts.
D.4. Population Selection.
The communities of Fairfield, IA and Greater Detroit, MI are uniquely suited for this study, with over 3,000
individuals who have been practicing the TM technique from a few months to over 30 years (average 10-20
years). This group ranges in age from 10 to over 80 years. We will attract 100 candidate subjects by email
list and advertisement in Fairfield and Detroit. We will pre-screen potential subjects in Fairfield and Detroit,
and then screen subjects with a trial run in the magnet in the HFH Neurology NMR Facility. Subjects will be
reimbursed for participating in any of the five experiments detailed below.
D.4.1. Prescreening of subjects.
We will identify 30 subjects from the 100 candidates through the prescreening process, preferably from
the Greater Detroit area (60 min driving distance). During pre-screening, subjects will learn about the nature
of fMRI recording, the research design, and the inclusion/exclusion criteria. The criteria will be based on
factors that may possibly affect measurement of BOLD activity:
(1) Basic demographics: (a) Age 20 to 55 years; (b) All right-handed (Edinburgh test of handedness); (c)
English speaking; (d) No alcohol or cigarette use, and; (e) Similar number of men and women.
(2) Physiological: (a) No serious medical conditions; (b) No prescription medication; (c) No learning
disabilities; (d) No history of head trauma; and (e) No metal within or on the body (including extensive
dental work).
(3) Time: Subjects should be able to participate in the two experiments.
(4) Scanner: No claustrophobia and ability to meditate comfortably
(5) SBQ: Subjects should display SBQ at a rate of 10 per 20min of noncycling meditation.
D.4.2. Screening of subjects.
We estimate 30 subjects will meet the first three criteria. We will then assess medical history and obtain
written consent (see Section E). They will be given an audio tape and instructed to practice the TM
technique at home with earplugs, lying down in a darkened room, with the audiotape playing the fMRI
machine noise. This home practice will accustom subjects to the fMRI experimental conditions. Then,
subjects will come to either the HFH or M.U.M. laboratory for a trial run in a cardboard mockup of the MRI
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machine with the same audiotape. In the mockup, subjects will practice TM, train with the signaling protocol,
with both control conditions (passive listening and mental-counting), and have respiratory and autonomic
data acquired, to satisfy the fourth criteria above. Subjects will pass this last two pre-screening criteria, if
they are comfortable with the environment and protocol, and demonstrate clear periods of spontaneous
breath-quiescence during the trial run. We estimate 20 subjects will qualify for MR imaging.
Of the 20 candidates, we expect about 5 individuals will not meet the final two criteria necessary for
inclusion in the study during the first MRI scan at HFH. These two criteria are:
(6) MR protocol criteria: (a) No claustrophobia; (b) No metal placements within or on the body (including
extensive dental work); (c) Minimal recording artifacts (e.g., low levels of head movement and tissue
inhomogeneity, due to sinus configuration and dental work).
(7) Meditation criterion: Appropriate meditation experience based on subjective reports and respiratory
patterns during TM practice in the MRI environment.
We expect that a minimum of 15 subjects will meet the full set of screening criteria and will be the subject
pool for the five experiments in this grant. One of the advantages of running the same subjects multiple
times is that within- and between-subject variance can be assessed.
D.4.3. Estimation of Sample Size.
We determined sample size of 10 subjects based on published neuroimaging studies [111, 186]. The
fMRI meditation study of Lazar et.al. [143] reported significant results with five subjects. Two PET studies of
meditation [142, 144] reported significant signal changes with nine and four subjects, respectively. Litscher’s
recent study of Qigong [187] examined cerebral blood flow using two subjects, but reported no estimates of
significance. Newberg et.al. [73] neural SPECT study of Tibetan meditation reported significant blood flow
changes with eight subjects. An examination of 50 reports on PET or fMRI imaging of hypnosis,
acupuncture, complex cognitive tasks, or simple sensory and motor stimulation showed that statistical
significance was found with 10 or less subjects [see for example, 108, 111, 162, 188, 189-199].
D.5. Examine the Patterns of Neural Activity during the De-Excitation Substate (Aim 1).
Experiment 1: Selection of epoch length and control condition to image the de-excitation process.
D.5.1. Hypotheses. We will be testing two hypotheses in this experiment.D.5.1.1 Epoch length. We
hypothesize that the shorter epoch length in a ABC-cycling protocol (randomly-ordered meditation and
controls) will best ‘frame’ the initial de-excitation process due to significantly higher signal-to-noise ratio,
higher signal intensity and less variance in the statistical test;
D.5.1.2. Control conditions.We hypothesize significant differences in signal intensity across the three
different epoch conditions—TM, passive-attending and mental-counting, including in rank order: deexcitation will be maximum for TM, then passive-attending, and lastly, mental-counting.
D.5.2. Issues.
D.5.2.1. Epoch length. Epoch length will be pre-framed during our subject selection protocol. We will
examine two epoch lengths centered on this preliminary value. The best frame will include maximum
duration of the de-excitation process without the actual onset of a SBQ for most of the meditation epochs.
D.5.2.2 Control conditions. Control conditions are an essential component of fMRI cycling. Since
cycling runs yield a comparison of change in signal intensity between conditions, e.g. rest versus handsqueeze or controls versus TM, it is important to carefully choose the comparison condition. The comparison
condition ideally should differ along the dimension that best distinguishes the experimental task. Eyesclosed rest (without task instruction) would seem to be an appropriate comparison condition. However,
during "rest" there is no control over the subject's cognitive processes. He/she could be daydreaming,
engaged in intellectual or emotional mentation, drifting to sleep, or unintentionally settling into TM practice.
To avoid this confound, we will use an ‘ABC’ cycling protocol, comprising eyes-closed, randomly ordered
epochs of (A) TM, (B) passive-attending to nature sounds, and (C) mental-counting by ‘2s’. Both controls
minimally engage the subject attention, yet should help prevent them from either settling into meditation or
drifting asleep, which can occur during simple eyes-closed rest condition. Counting is similar to TM in that
both these eyes-closed conditions involve simple repetitive mental activity. Counting differs from meditation
along a salient cognitive dimension—counting requires vigilance and attention to the counting process, while
during TM practice, the attention automatically follows the thought process during de-excitation [3].
However, the counting-by-2’s may activate specific brain areas. Eyes-closed mental arithmetic (reciting
single digit multiplication tables and serial subtraction) has been found to activate pre-motor, frontal and
parietal cortical areas [200]. We assume counting by 2's will not be as difficult a task as the above
multiplication and subtraction. They require extensive activation of frontal areas that play an executive role in
utilizing the semantic memory of arithmetical facts. The second control--eyes-closed passive-attending to
audiotaped nature sounds--may more closely match the meditation cognitive dynamics of de-excitation. The
primary difference being that in meditation the attention is moving in an ‘inward’ direction (effortlessly
attending to internal experience) in comparison to the passive-attending control in which the attention is
more ‘outwardly’ directed (i.e., listening to external stimuli). In conclusion, it will be important to compare the
effects of passive-attending and mental-counting on fMRI during TM cycling runs.
D.5.3. Method.
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We will record fMRI (in first 10 subjects meeting inclusion criteria) during randomly ordered epochs of
controls and TM practice. We will use two cycling ABC-run with eyes-closed. Each ABC-run comprises TM
and two control conditions: (1) listening passively to nature (ie, ocean) sounds or (2) mental-counting by ‘2s’.
An ABC-run (for example, using 30 sec epochs) will last about 22min, including 45 total epochs, 15 epochs
each condition. This will result in 22 min/run x two epoch lengths = 45 min of testing, plus 40 min of
preliminary anatomic scans, for a total time of less than 2 hr per MRI session. Whole-brain scans will be
recorded from 19 slices per scan. At the end of each 22-min run, subjects will be asked to report their
experiences. Carryover effects will be minimized by: (1) inserting one minutes breaks between runs. During
these breaks we will be speaking and de-briefing the subjects; and (2) randomly presented control
conditions in the same run. With this design, within-sets comparison will provide an estimate of the minimal
carryover effects and across-sets will provide an estimate of maximal carryover effects.
D.5.4. Analysis for Hypotheses 1 & 2.
The data will be processed, and clusters of significant fluctuations in signal intensity will be noted (see
Sect. D.2.2-D.2.3.). We expect clusters of fluctuations in signal intensity in 4-8 brain areas (see Sect. B.).
The Z-statistics for areas of significant fluctuations in signal intensity will be noted from all runs and used as
the variate in a repeated measures MANOVA. In this MANOVA, brain areas (4-8 estimate), and epoch
condition (3) will be the factors, and the epoch-lengths (2) will be the repeated measure. For all main effects,
individual comparisons will be conducted.
1. We expect main effects for brain areas, indicating significant differences in signal intensity between
one or more brain areas. These changes may include in rank order: basal forebrain increases, slight
cerebral and cerebellar cortex and mesencephalic reticular formation decreases, and no decreases in
medial thalamus.
2. We expect main effects for epoch condition, indicating significant differences in signal intensity across
the three different conditions—TM, passive-attending and mental-counting. These changes may include
in rank order: de-excitation will be maximum for TM, then passive-attending, and lastly, mental-counting.
3. We expect main effects for the repeated measures, indicating the epoch length that best framed the
initial de-excitation of TM practice. For example, longer epoch lengths run the risk of introducing new,
and variable cognitive and brain processes. This variability could result in lower signal-to-noise ratio, low
signal intensity and more variance in the statistical test.
4. We expect significant epoch length x epoch condition interactions. We expect less cognitive and
brain variability in the shorter epoch length regardless of condition resulting in greater distinction
between epoch conditions. On the other hand, the greater variability of the longer epoch length may
diminish the measured difference in signal intensity between conditions.
D.5.5. Outcome.
At the conclusion of this analysis, we should have empirical data sufficient to recommend the epoch
length and the control condition to successfully image the initial de-excitation substate of TM practice.
Secondary outcomes include consistency of signal intensity for regions of interest within subjects, and
variability across runs between subjects. Anatomically, based on previous research-driven neural models
(see Sect. B.2.5.), we would expect to at least find cortical de-excitation with possible exceptions of medial
and ventral prefrontal cortices, accompanied with some basal forebrain, basal ganglia and brainstem
excitation, cerebellar de-excitation and no change in medial thalamic activity.
D.5.6. Conclusion of Aim 1 Experiment.
From this experiment, we expect to find four basic outcomes regarding brain mechanisms during
meditation from an ABC-cycling protocol:
(1) The epoch length that appears to best frame the de-excitation process;
(2) The effects of two different control conditions;
(3) The brain areas that appear most closely correlated with the de-excitation process, as measured by the
ABC-cycling protocol; and
(4) The intra- and intersubject variability of activation/deactivation patterns;
Collectively, these findings will help formulate a working model of brain mechanisms during the de-excitation
substate of TM practice.
D.6. Examine the Patterns of Neural Activity during the Maximum De-Excitation Substate (Aim 2).
Experiment 2: Comparing BOLD patterns across periods of differing mental & blood-gas conditions
D.6.1. Hypotheses. We will test five hypotheses in this experiment.
D.6.1.1 IBH-Blood Gas Hypothesis. Using event-related-fMRI, we hypothesize moderate changes in
blood gas changes will be detected during Intentional Breath-Holding (IBH), and blood gas levels will be
significantly correlated with changes in BOLD signal intensity, consistent with published findings.
D.6.1.2 SBQ-Blood Gas Hypothesis. Using event-related-fMRI, we hypothesize small changes in blood
gas changes will be detected during Spontaneous Breath Quiescence (SBQ), and blood gas levels will not
be significantly correlated with changes in BOLD signal intensity.
D.6.1.3. SBQ-IBH Hypothesis. Using event-related-fMRI, we hypothesize that specific spatiotemporal
patterns of BOLD signal will be associated with onset of Spontaneous Breath Quiescence (SBQ), and will
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differ from IBH control periods as marked, in particular, by reduced BOLD signal of the anterior cingulate
cortex and brainstem during SBQ.
D.6.1.4. SBQ-Controls Hypothesis. Using state-related-fMRI, we hypothesize that BOLD signal intensity
patterns during SBQ periods will differ from two control conditions—IBH periods, and eyes-closed periods
(as defined in Aim 1, either passive-attending or mental-counting).
D.6.1.5. SBQ-Non-SBQ Hypothesis: Using state-related-fMRI, we hypothesize that BOLD signal
intensity patterns during SBQ periods will differ from the scans during non-SBQ periods during meditation.
D.6.2. Issues.
The second phase of the grant will systematically explore neural patterns underlying the second principal
substate during TM practice—periods of SBQ with durations of 10 to 40 sec—signifying the maximum deexcited state of TM practice. A study of breath-quiescence raises a number of possible confounds.
D.6.2.1. Blood gas confounds.Quiescent breath periods can lead to significant changes in CO2 [95, 201,
202] concentrations. In turn CO2 changes can lead to alterations in brain blood flow [155, 203]. Therefore, it
is important to monitor and determine the contribution of CO2 changes to the measured signal intensity
variation in our experiments on spontaneous breath-quiescence. To monitor CO2, a Novametrix CO2
monitoring system (Model #715 Capnograph with Pulse Oximetry) will be purchased in Year 2. This system
will be used to sample breath via nasal cannula, which will provide O2 saturation and endtidal CO2
concentrations. These gas measures will be used as covariables in multiple linear regression. The resulting
statistical parameter map will provide a more accurate picture of the neural mechanisms that are more
directly responsible for generating or maintaining these quiescent periods.
Spontaneous breath-quiescence periods resemble, at least superficially, voluntary breath-holding
periods, although they may differ considerably in origin. Most spontaneous breath-quiescence periods begin
with an expiration. fMRI research indicates that breath-holding after expiration can lead to a fairly well
defined BOLD pattern: a simple monophasic increase in response to respiratory ‘suspension’ [156, 157, 203206]. This BOLD increase is diffuse and global in gray matter, and the changes occur rapidly, closely
following the respiratory pattern. It is noteworthy that these BOLD changes showed very low variability
across runs. fMRI studies measuring cerebral blood flow (instead of BOLD signal intensity) yield similar
conclusions and show relatively small intersubject variability.
Research also demonstrates that this relatively nonspecific, respiratory-induced effect does not mask the
specific, task-induced fMRI patterns. Using breath-holding challenge as a hypercapnic stimulus, the effects
of photic stimulation on regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) were examined under normal and hypercapnic
conditions [personal communication Li & Kastrup, 155, 160]. Despite the significant change in baseline
values, the rCBF increase during visual stimulation was very similar under both respiratory conditions.
Together, these findings support the notion that within wide physiological variations, task-induced cerebral
blood flow changes are independent of baseline rCBF values.
Research on a various forms of respiratory challenge, e.g., CO2 inhalation, hyperventilation, breathholding, etc., versus normal breathing have reported reproducible networks of forebrain and brainstem
activation based on significant and specific changes in BOLD signal intensity. Furthermore, these patterns
are discernible even with the considerable confounds of respiratory-induced variability of head and
brainstem position, as well as wide variations in blood gas values. In contrast, the spontaneous breathquiescence periods during the TM practice occur under relaxed, non-stressful conditions, with the onset,
persistence and offset of spontaneous breath-quiescence not dependent upon volitional or intentional
control or even awareness of the individual. Because of the restful state of the meditator, there is also
minimal head movement artifact. In conclusion, we anticipate that the potentially small, independent
effects of respiratory-mediated BOLD signal changes will not significantly confound the data
collected during spontaneous breath-quiescence substate of the TM technique.
D.6.2.2 Effectsof cessation of mechanical respiratory activity. Intentional breath-holding will be used
to clarify the impact of breath-quiescence on brain function and MRI signal intensity. These breath-holding
periods will allow comparison of CO2 variation and control for effects arising from cessation of mechanical
respiratory activity. Because breath-quiescence occurs spontaneously during TM practice, the cycling
protocol cannot be used requiring the recording of images during a “self-paced” protocol, in which no
instructions are given and TM is uninterrupted. This non-cycling design will produce a 5 min time-series of
scans that will have reoccurring periods of spontaneous breath-quiescence embedded in it. In addition,
analytical approaches will be used that are capable of marking desired scans and comparing the variability
of signal intensity in the time series. Event-related and state-related fMRI methodologies will be used to
analyze the continuous sequence of scans [personal communication, Buckner and Braver, 2001][Buckner,
1998 #4780;Buckner, 1998 #4781;McCarthy, 1999 #5209;Schacter, 1997 #5391].
This confound should not affect the first phase (Aim 1), which investigates the initial de-excitation
substate of meditation, because this substate occurs with little change in respiratory variables or alterations
in blood gas levels [9, 22, 179]. The second phase (Aim 2) may be confounded by respiratory-induced
BOLD effects, since we are imaging spontaneous breath quiescent (SBQ) periods. Research documents
that nonspecific, respiratory-induced BOLD effects do not mask the detection of specific, task-induced fMRI
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patterns [personal communication, Li, 2001; Glover, 2001; Moseley, 2001; Harper, 2001][Kastrup, 1999
#5077;Li, 1999 #5593;Li, 2000 #5155;Li, 2000 #5673;Kruger, 1999 #5665].
D.6.3. Methods.
The spontaneous breath-quiescent substate appears to be cessation of respiration or a slow continuous
inhalation [22, 179]. During slow, protracted inhalation: (1) CO2 will increase; (2) partial pressure in the lungs
may vary; and (3) mechanical respiratory activity will essentially stop [157, 159, 207]. We will first investigate
brain areas of significant signal change that arise from the consequences of breath-cessation itself (such as
CO2 and mechanical changes). These series of experiments will help determine the nature and magnitude of
possible interactions between nonspecific, respiratory-induced and specific, meditation-induced changes in
BOLD signal intensity. As stated previously, published studies suggest this interaction is independent and
additive [personal communication, Glover, Mosely, Li, Harper; \Li, 2000 #5673;Kastrup, 1999 #5077;Kruger,
1999 #5665]. We expect to verify these findings and successfully differentiate BOLD signal responses that
occur during breath-holding and spontaneous breath-quiescence periods.
The BOLD signal and physiological measures will be collected during four runs of 12 minutes duration
each. Each 12 min run comprises three periods: 5 min uninterrupted meditation, 5 min structured breathholding, and 2 mins non-task, eyes-closed (EC) control. The meditation period are free running with no
interruptions from experimenters. During the meditation period we expect 3-5 SBQ periods. The breathholding periods are structured by duplicating the previous SBQ pattern by voice command from
experimenter, the onset and offset of IBH corresponding to SBQs time frame for each subject. The non-task
control period will be determined from the outcome of experiment 1 (Aim 1), and either be passive-attending
or mental-counting. The physiological measures will include respiration and transcutaneous CO2
measurements. Four runs will take 48 minutes, or about 1 hr due to 30 rest periods between conditions.
Therefore, each fMRI session will last about 90 minutes per subject.
D.6.4. Event-related fMRI analysis (Hypotheses 1-3).
Er-fMRI methodologies will be used to probe brain mechanisms during the onset of two conditions, during
SBQ and IBH periods. The scans will be aligned relative to the onset of either SBQ or IBH during the four
runs to permit signal averaging: 4 images before (12 secs) and 4 images after onset (12 secs). A TM
meditator, selected in our screening protocol, may exhibit 25-30 spontaneous breath-quiescent periods in a
30-min TM session [9, 20-22]. We estimate 12-20 periods will occur in our four meditation periods.
Images from individual runs will first be normalized to correct for the range of intra- and inter-subject
signal intensity and temporal drift [171]. Specifically, normalization will involve: (1) scaling of signal intensity
to a fixed value of 1000; (2) linear slope removal in a voxel-by-voxel basis; (3) spatial filtering with a onevoxel radius Hanning filter, and; (4) removal of the mean signal intensity on a voxel-by-voxel basis. The
normalized fMRI images will then be aligned relative to the onset either SBQ or IBH periods. These images
will be averaged within each subject. The mean image for each subject will be transformed into stereotaxic
atlas space [208] using the highest point of the mid-sagittal plane and the anterior and posterior
commissures. The atlas-transformed matrices will then be averaged across subjects.
Statistical parameter maps will be constructed using sets of pre-constructed hemodynamic curves.
Cohen’s hemodynamic model, often used in fMRI experimental analysis, was derived from stimulation of the
visual cortex [170]. Hence, there is no reason to suspect it is the best response function to apply to this task
(meditation) or to other brain areas (subcortical nuclei). Therefore, new response models will be constructed
by systematically varying, initially, the onset delay (lags) of Cohen's standard hemodynamic response
model. Other parameters besides onset could also be varied, e.g., shape of curve. Sequential application of
each model will display the inherent temporal and spatial dynamics of the hemodynamic response to the
onset of the spontaneous breath-quiescent substate. Each model will generate a different map of the brain
dynamics. For example, short versus mid or long lags could be reasonably expected to produce different
anatomical patterns [171]. On the other hand, the brain pattern may remain similar, but the signal intensity of
each brain area may vary. Models derived from both conditions can be compared to determine statistical
significance of the two brain states. Specifically, we will use MANOVA to compare onset, latency and peak
signal intensity for different ROIs for the two conditions. We expect, in general, that the statistical parameter
maps for intentional breath-holding will depict a diffuse, non-localized distribution of activation in contrast to
localized patterns of activation during spontaneous breath-quiescence. Hypothesis 1 & 2 will use a
correlational analysis to test association between er-fMRI BOLD signal intensity and blood gas levels.
D.6.4.1 Blood Gases and IBH. O2 and CO2 levels will be correlated with er-fMRI BOLD signal intensity
during the 6 scans (18 s) preceding and the 4 scans (12 s) following the onset of IBH. Data will be analyzed
with a Pearson correlation to help distinguish blood gas-dependent vs. neural-dependent BOLD changes.
• We expect significant correlations between CO2, but not O2, with BOLD signal during IBH.
D.6.4.2. Blood Gases and SBQ.O2 and CO2 levels will be correlated with er-fMRI BOLD signal intensity
during the 6 scans (18 s) preceding and the 4 scans (12 s) following the onset of spontaneous breathquiescence. Data will be analyzed with a Pearson correlation help distinguish blood gas-dependent versus
neural-dependent BOLD changes.
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• We expect minor blood gas changes and hence, few significant correlations between CO2, with BOLD
signal during spontaneous breath-quiescence.
D.6.4.3. Neuroimages during SBQ and IBH. Er-fMRI will be compared between IBH and SBQ periods,
using a repeated measures MANOVA.
• We expect main effects for brain areas. Animal hypercapnia [209] and human breath-holding [157,
203, 210, 211] studies indicate that hypercapnic conditions are associated with global increases in most
cortical and subcortical grey matter blood flow. Thus, we expect region-independent, nonspecific
activation in all areas during IBH. In contrast, we expect region-dependent, specific activation or
deactivation of BOLD signal intensity during SBQ.
• We expect main effects for the repeated measures, indicating significant differences in signal intensity
across time.
• We expect no significant interactions.
D.6.5. State-related fMRI analysis (Hypotheses 4-5).
Sr-fMRI methodologies will be used to probe brain mechanisms during SBQ, IBH, and control periods. In
the previous three analyses, we identified brain areas that displayed significant time-locked relation to the
onset of both IBH and SBQ. A complementary approach to identification of brainstate changes is the use of
state-related methodology. This method divides the time-series into condition-specific bins for comparison.
Scans collected in Expt. 2 will be categorized into six bins: before and during either IBH, SBQ or equallength periods during eyes-close (EC) control. Scans assigned to each bin will be compared by multiple
linear regression, correcting for differences in blood gas levels across the three conditions.
D.6.5.1. Sequence of Analysis. First, we will create a dummy time-series of 1, or 2’s that correspond to
the scans before and during three conditions: IBH, SBQ or EC. The dummy time-series then will be
convolved with the hemodynamic response model using the Cohen Model. This will yield the dummy
independent variable that will be entered into the multiple linear regression analysis along with O2 and CO2
data. The scans for each of the periods will be dependent variables in the analysis. We will examine the
resulting statistical parameter maps for clusters of pixels displaying significant fluctuations in signal intensity.
The Z-statistic of the activated clusters that meet our criteria (D.2.3.) will be entered as variates in a
repeated-measures ANOVA, with brain area as the factor and the period as the repeated measures.
D.6.5.2. Comparisonbetween conditions: SBQ, IBH and EC. Condition differences will be assessed
with two-way repeated measures ANOVA with brain areas and condition as factors, and the two periods
(before and during the conditions) as the repeated measures. Individual comparison will be conducted if
there are significant main effects.
• We expect no main effects for brain areas, indicating highly variable activation across brain areas yielding
no consistent relations.
• We expect main effects for condition (SBQ, IBH, EC), indicating different brain mechanisms are active
during each condition. For example, during IBH we expect higher levels of task effort and motor system
activation, and possibly higher CO2 levels to yield the predicted main effect.
• We expect main effects for the repeated measure (before and during). The ‘before’ periods may be
somewhat similar, while the ‘during’ periods may be significantly different.
• We expect significant interactions, indicating differential involvement of some brain areas during the three
conditions. For instance, the cerebral cortex may exhibit lower BOLD signal in both ‘before’ periods.
However, the cortex is expected to be activated during IBH, while remaining low or reduced during SBQ.
D.6.6. Outcome. This experiment will help identify:
(1) Neural mechanisms specific to the generation and maintenance of IBH, and the effects of hypercapnia
and loss of mechanical respiratory activity on BOLD signal intensity.
(2) Neural mechanisms specific to SBQ periods, as compared to a variety of brainstates, including, other
meditation periods, IBH, and EC.
D.7. Conclusion of Research Design and Methods.
These data should help elucidate the spatiotemporal structure of neurophysiological processes during the
practice of TM. Previous EEG and autonomic research have provided a rough map of the possible brain
mechanisms underlying distinct substates of meditation [7-9, 22]. Data obtained from this R21 neuroimaging
research should provide a more reliable and accurate model of brain mechanisms underlying TM practice.
The proposed research will provide: (1) a tested fMRI protocol for imaging meditation experience; (2) a
determination of signal sources during two principal substates of TM practice; and (3) key experimental
protocol and analysis issues to yield successful comparative studies of meditation. The systematic substate
characterization resulting from this grant will enable researchers to generalize the research methodology
and mechanisms to the investigation of other meditation techniques, and thereby, facilitate relatively rapid
progress in employing the new field of neuroimaging to examine brain dynamics of meditation. Progress in
understanding brain dynamics of meditation and other CAM techniques will depend upon such careful
substate research.
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